Investigation Summary Report

Private Residence
Marion, LA
HISTORY
NOTE: The client in this report has requested confidentiality. Some references in this report
may have been obscured to protect the client’s privacy. This in no way alters the data or
conclusions herein.
DATE: December 5, 2009
PARTICIPANTS: Investigators Bess Maxwell, Kirk Cormier, and John Combs

BACKGROUND
This home is a two-story Victorian style, probably constructed about the early 1900’s. It is
possibly the home of a physician, in the early 1900’s. The home is undergoing remodeling, but
structurally seems to be sound. The clients’ daughter seems to be affected by an unknown
presence, shadows and other forms have been seen, especially prevalent in the stairwell area.
During the night, the clients report sounds that they do not attribute to the normal sounds of the
house settling, and are believed to be louder than those consistent with the settling type of noises.
Clients have made recordings of sounds made when no one was at home, the digital recorder left
on. The clients daughter is frightened to the extent that the family has moved from the residence.
EQUIPMENT: Digital still cameras, motion detectors, EMF meters including Tri- fields, digital
thermometers, various audio recorders, infra-red digital video recorder and cameras, and P.E.A.R
REG-1 units with Hewlett-Packard computers for detection of anomalous consciousness.

INVESTIGATION
At the time of the investigation, no anomalies were detected on video, still cameras, EMF
readings, or temperature. Investigator Kirk Cormier recorded noises coming from the kitchen,
on audio, similar to the ones reported by the clients. These noises, however, seemed to be
rhythmic, and possible mechanical, stopping when any one entered the kitchen. It is possible
that the floor shifts from the weight of an individual entering the room could alter the balance of
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appliances, causing the noises to cease. This area, as well as the stairwell, needs additional
research and study, as some data has been gathered, but not truly definitive. Investigator Bess
Maxwell caught two voices on digital, the first one not clear, saying either “the pattern?”, or “the
bedroom”, neither in direct response to a question or a comment.
A series of 37 tests in various areas and at various times were run using the P.E.A. R REG-1
units equipped to utilize quantum decay method to detect the presence of any near-by
consciousness, when the areas were otherwise clear of human presences. At the minimum
reporting standard of p< .05, we could expect to receive 1.85 tests as positive, due to statistical
chance alone. Six tests were positive, with an average score of p< .028405. Using this figure to
determine the expected number of tests as positive, but due to chance only, we could expect 1.05
tests to be positive. The six tests represent 5 more than could be expected by chance alone. The
areas that tested positive were the kitchen, the stairwell, a bathroom, and a child’s bedroom.
This is the same bedroom where the child felt frightened to stay or sleep.
TESTS:
Kitchen #2

z= 1.716
Max z= 2.591

p< .043081
p< .004785

Bathroom 1

z= 1.801
Max z= 3.030

p< .035851
p< .001223

Child’s BR#2

z= 1.896
Max z= 2.129

p< .02898
p< .0166627

Stairwell #3

z= 1.924
Max z= 2.773

p< .027177
p< .002777

Stairwell#4

z= 2.017
Max z= 2.438

p< .020133
p< .007384

Stairwell #1

z= 1.995
Max z= 2.451

p< .023021
p< .007123

These six tests in total indicate the statistical probability of the presence of an anomalous
consciousness interacting with the random quantum decay, as recorded through the P.E.A.R.
REG-1 units at a statistically significant level. The probability that all six tests were NOT due to
interaction, and WERE due to chance only is as follows:
At the mean/avg. z score, all 6 due to chance only, p< .000000000564
At the peak score, all six due to chance only, p< .0000000000000142.

CONCLUSIONS
No anomalous data was indicated by video, still photography, EMF detection, or temperature
anomaly, at the time of testing, in the areas tested. The main areas that did show the statistical
probability of an anomalous consciousness or presence were a bathroom, a kitchen, a stairwell,
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and a bedroom, three of which the client had reported as areas of concern. The evidence
gathered was statistically strong, but could have been stronger with data from other areas of
testing to provide answers, rather than simply signs of a probable presence. We strongly suggest
these areas be subjected to additional research and study in an attempt at more of an
identification, and documentation to support the statistical reporting.
We wish to thank the clients for the opportunity to study the phenomena in their home, and hope
we will be given the opportunity to make additional studies and research.
JOHN COMBS / LOUISIANA SPIRITS
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